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Abstract
Purpose – This paper aims to study how logo design characteristics influence consumer response. Based on an in-depth literature review on
consumer responses to logo design, the authors included in this research one fundamental dimension of logo design, namely, naturalness and
investigated the influence of the different types of natural logo designs on affective response.
Design/methodology/approach – In total, 96 logos were selected as design stimuli. The logos were previously classified, according to the
naturalness of the logo design, as having an abstract, cultural or organic design. Responses were gathered through a survey in Portugal, including
two studies with 220 participants.
Findings – Results show that naturalness is an essential logo design element which significantly influences consumer affective responses to the
logo, and that natural logos are clearly preferred to abstract logos. Additionally, this research indicates that, within natural logos, organic designs
are favored over cultural designs.
Practical implications – The findings presented suggest that affect toward unknown organic logos is at the same level as affect toward
well-known abstract logos. This is a relevant finding from a managerial point of view, as familiarity, an essential cognitive response toward the brand
that has a cost for the firm, can be replaced cost-free with unknown organic logos.
Originality/value – This paper is a first exploration of responses to different types of natural logo design. The results should guide managers in
selecting or modifying logo designs for achieving a positive affective response.

Keywords Logo design, Brand logos, Consumer response

Paper type Research paper

An executive summary for managers and executive
readers can be found at the end of this issue.

Introduction
The main value attached to logos has traditionally focused on
the identification and the differentiation of the brand from its
competitors (MacInnis et al., 1999). However, recently,
research on logos has highlighted other derived consumer
outputs such as consumer affective reactions, emphasizing
that logos can generate positive emotions, as well as convey
the meaning of the brand (Van der Lans et al., 2009). Lutz and
Lutz (1977) were the first to present logos as triggers of
affective reactions, prior to the cognitive process. Similar ideas
are conveyed by Park et al. (2013). They point out that “logos

can be more than simple tools for identification and
differentiation” to ensure consumer commitment and improve
firm performance (Park et al., 2013, pp. 180). Authors from
other disciplines, such as Ramello and Silva (2006), in
economics, also indicate the relevance of studying the
evolution of trademarks beyond quality and as a symbol with
emotional meaning. Baudrillard (1968), in sociology, states
that a good is not consumed because of any tangible need
associated with that good but because of the semantic content
it conveys.

Companies invest significant amounts of time and money
promoting, updating and changing their logos (Colman et al.,
1995; Henderson and Cote, 1998; Spaeth, 1999), and
marketing managers could benefit considerably from
understanding the principles of designing, selecting and
modifying logos. However, despite the high managerial
relevance and important recent research on brand and product
design or marketing aesthetics (Grohmann et al., 2013;
Henderson et al., 2004; Orth and Malkewitz, 2008; Reinmann
et al., 2010; Shapiro and Nielsen, 2013), little systematic
research has been undertaken to examine the effect of logo
design on affective response toward the brand.

This study aims to address this research gap by examining
consumer response to logo design and, in particular, the
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influence of the different types of natural designs (organic and
cultural) on consumer affective response. Additionally, we
explore whether socio-demographic variables are sources of
differences in such reactions.

The paper is structured as follows: there is a review of the
relevant brand and logo literature followed by a discussion
about specific design theory relating to this study. Next, the
research methodologies of the two studies are presented; the
findings are discussed; the limitations are noted; and future
research avenues are outlined.

Theoretical background

Brand logo design
As a brand identity sign, a logo can refer to a variety of graphic
or typeface elements, ranging from word-driven, i.e.,
including word marks or stylized letter marks, through to
image-driven, i.e., including pictorial marks (Henderson and
Cote, 1998; Wheeler, 2003). In this study, we make use of the
term “logo” to refer to the graphic element that a company
uses to identify itself or its products.

Some authors study the effect of logo design on brand
evaluation and preference, even though this research line is
still in its early stages. For example, Henderson and Cote
(1998) showed that design characteristics influence cognitive
and affective reactions to logos before any promotional activity
is implemented. Pittard et al. (2007) specifically examined the
degree to which preference for a particular design
characteristic, i.e. proportion, is universal. More recently,
Walsh et al. (2010 and 2011) examined the role of brand
commitment in relation to consumer response to logo shape
redesign (from angular to more rounded shapes). These
authors found that brand commitment negatively influences
the evaluation of logo redesign. Bloch (1995) and Goldman
(2005) suggest that brands with a greater aesthetic appeal not
only provide the pleasure of visual gratification but are also
more likely to facilitate the formation of emotional bonds
between the company in question and its customers.

On the other hand, affective reactions to a logo are critical,
as such reactions can be transferred from the identity signs to
the product or company with little or no processing
(Henderson and Cote, 1998; Schechter, 1993). Furthermore,
in low-involvement settings, the affect attached to a logo is one
of the few cues that differentiates the product or the company
(Hoyer and Brown, 1990; Leong, 1993).

Brand affect is related to the emotions or feelings
experienced in relation to the brand (Schiffman and Kanuk,
1991), and there is evidence that it is positively related to
brand loyalty (Chaudury and Holbrook, 2001). In addition,
there is increasing support that brand evaluations are based
not only on objective judgments but also on affective
responses to the brand (e.g. feelings and emotions experienced
during exposure to brand communications, induced by the
aesthetic qualities of the brand’s product or of its the identity
signs [Pham et al., 2001; Pham and Avnet, 2004]). Yeung and
Wyer (2004) found that when consumers have to make an
appraisal of an object before they received detailed
information about it, the object’s appearance is likely to
stimulate them to form an initial affective response that they
might use as a basis for the judgments, independent of the
criteria they might otherwise apply.

As aesthetic appeal and design evolve to become an essential
component of corporate marketing (Schmitt and Simonson,
1997), we understand that it is important to determine the
extent to which design elements such as naturalness versus
abstractness create different affective responses.

Naturalness and affective response toward the brand
Previous research into logo strategy has underlined the
advantages of using pictorial logos. Schechter (1993)
demonstrated that logos suggestive of a recognizable object can
add the most value to the brands they represent. Henderson and
Cote (1998) also found that logos representative of objects that
have familiar and widely recognized meanings are more effective
at producing correct recognition and positive affect than more
abstract logos. According to these authors, natural forms are
defined by the degree to which the form depicts commonly
experienced objects. At this point, we introduce a differentiation
between cultural and organic characteristics, including inanimate
objects (e.g. the Traveler’s umbrella) and living organisms (e.g.
Apple’s apple).

According to semiotics, figurativeness and its opposite
endpoint, abstractness, reflect the degree to which a sign
depicts objects from the natural and sensitive world: a sign is
abstract when there are no links to the sensitive world; in the
opposite situation, we could say that a sign is figurative
(Greimas and Courtés, 1993). Figurative signs represent
objects from the real world and have a deep and consensually
held cultural meaning (Lencastre, 1997).

Following semiotic classification and also respecting the
terminology of previous research into logo strategy (Henderson
and Cote, 1998; Pittard et al., 2007), we propose a distinct
classification of logo design that more accurately reflects the
degree to which logo design depicts commonly experienced
objects, from the natural or cultural environment. We will use the
term natural when referring to figurative signs and thus
distinguish between natural and abstract designs. Then, within
natural designs, we will distinguish between cultural and organic
designs: organic logo design refers to logos that depict “biological
objects”, i.e. objects from the natural world (i.e. flowers, fruits,
animals, faces, landscapes, etc.), and cultural logo design refers
to logos that depict “manufactured objects” (e.g. house, table
and boat) or other cultural symbols (e.g. punctuation marks or
the Christian cross), i.e. objects that do not have a direct
biological origin (i.e. buildings, furniture, everyday objects,
written symbols, etc.). Logos depicting characters, places,
animals, fruits or any other objects from the sensitive or real
world demand lower learning effort and are more recognizable
(Henderson and Cote, 1998; Lencastre, 1997). On the other
hand, recognition of abstract and meaningless logos may be poor,
and abstract designs are more difficult to interpret (Koen, 1969;
Nelson, 1971; Seifert, 1992).

These findings are supported by the acknowledged aesthetic
primacy of natural forms in logo design. In fact, Veryzer’s
theory of aesthetic response suggests that individuals
surrounded by a common, natural environment form similar
non-conscious rule systems that inform their design
preferences. To the extent that one can count on a common
physical environment, one can also count on a broad range of
commonly acquired likings (Veryzer, 1999). Natural logos
depict biological or other real phenomena that exist in our
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environment, and therefore, one should expect natural logos
to be the most preferred logos.

Based on previous insights, we expected to find differences
in evaluations for consumers confronted with natural
compared to abstract logos. We expected greater affect for
logo designs that represent objects from the natural or real
world versus logo designs that represent abstract objects
(Henderson and Cote, 1998; Lencastre, 1997; Landry, 1998).
Additionally, Henderson and Cote (1998) and Henderson
et al. (2003) acknowledge the importance of natural designs
and suggest that naturalness (or figurativeness) evokes a more
positive affective response. Thus, we hypothesize that:

H1. Affect toward natural logo designs will be greater than
affect toward abstract designs.

To our knowledge, no prior study has differentiated between
the different types of natural (or figurative) logo designs.
Through our research, we intend to contribute to the existing
literature by increasing the understanding of the influence of
the different categories of natural logo designs on affective
response. According to the previous literature on semiotics,
organic objects are immediately recognized for their sensitive
properties; cultural objects do not have a direct biological
origin and thus should be more difficult to memorize and
trigger less positive affective responses (Lencastre, 1997).

Theological theorists suggest that humans have an innate,
hardwired preference for natural forms that embody organic
principles (Mayall, 1986; Papanek, 1984). Hence, designs
that resemble organic forms tend to be preferred (Mayall,
1986). Similarly, research on consumer brand impressions on
package design concludes that organic designs (including
landscapes, plants and other images of nature) convey positive
brand impressions (Orth and Malkewitz, 2008). Thus, we
hypothesize that:

H2. Within natural designs, affect toward organic logo
designs will be greater than affect toward cultural
designs.

Another aim of this study was to explore the effect of
socio-demographic variables on affective response toward logo
design. Regarding gender, previous research suggests that
females tend to prefer designs linked to biological themes like
flowers, butterflies or the sun, while males tend to prefer
designs linked to technology and machines and so related to
cultural designs (Moss et al., 2007; Rogers, 1995). Research
on gender tastes and preferences in product design (Xue and
Yen, 2007) also shows that females have a greater interest in
organic forms and themes based on femininity, nature and
plant life. In contrast, the selections of males tended to be
those of more regular and geometric forms. Hence, we
hypothesize that:

H3.1. Females will display greater affect toward organic
designs.

H3.2. Males will display greater affect toward cultural
designs.

Although few studies analyze how response to a brand or
brand identity signs vary with age, several studies show that

older consumers tend to prefer long-established options
(Lambert-Pandraud and Laurent, 2010; Lambert-Pandraud
et al., 2005). Habits become stronger with age, and thus, older
adults may be more likely to prefer long-established options.
Additionally, older adults place more emphasis on affective
factors, which may lead them to prefer options with which
they are more familiar (Cole et al., 2008). Indeed, familiar
objects (e.g. a well-known brand or design) tend to be more
emotionally meaningful. Hence, the authors suggest that the
focus on affective factors might lead older adults to prefer
long-known (i.e. familiar) options. Natural logos represent
objects from the sensitive or real world, long-established and
long-known, and thus, older adults may be more likely to
prefer them over more abstract and less familiar designs.
Therefore, we hypothesize that:

H4. There will be a positive relationship between age and
affect toward natural logo designs.

Method

Stimulus selection
We used unknown logos in this research, but we also included
a smaller set of well-known logos. Unfamiliar stimuli were
chosen so that we could access the effects of logo design on
consumer responses and thereby eliminate the influences of
brand awareness and brand attitude (Henderson and Cote,
1998). Indeed, according to previous research, a brand can be
a strong attribute of consumers’ holistic impression of the
brand identity signs (Orth and Malkewitz, 2008), and
well-known brands influence consumer preferences because
they promise a particular quality level, reduce risk and
engender trust (Keller and Lehmann, 2006). Thus, one
should expect well-known logos to be the most preferred
logos. However, to understand brand as an additional
attribute that influences affect toward logo design, we decided
to include a small sample of well-known logos.

Logos were presented in their original colors because,
besides design, color is one of the major aspects of a logo’s
characteristics (Hynes, 2009).

Logos for this study were obtained by asking non-European
researchers from Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Canada, the USA
and Australia to suggest national logos with a low probability
of being recognized in Europe, and which are either abstract
or natural. They were given definitions of the word logo and
also figurative versus abstract logo design. Additionally, the
most important books, Web sites and blogs related to brand
logos, logo design and graphic design were sought to identify
unknown logos representative of the different categories
considered in this research.

These two approaches resulted in the creation of a large
logo database (406 logos), including unknown and known,
natural and abstract logos. We followed semiotic classification
of design, as well as logo strategy terminology, to categorize
logos as abstract, organic and cultural. Figure 1 defines the
design dimensions under study and gives examples of
unknown and well-known logos representative of each
category.

For inclusion in this study, we considered logos whereby all of
the researchers agreed with the classification of the logo in terms
of recognition and design. Except for culturally known logos (the
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number of logos considered valid corresponds to the needs of our
study), logos were randomly selected for each category.

Research method
In this experiment, we attempt to differentiate abstract from
natural logos, and within the natural logos, we try to
distinguish cultural from organic logo designs. Therefore, we
asked respondents to categorize the sample of previously
selected logos as being abstract, cultural or organic.

We did a pretest among 32 University colleagues to define
the final format of the questionnaire for this experiment. The
pretest was conducted using an online survey. Each
respondent evaluated 60 logos, 45 unknown logos (15 from
each logo design category) and 15 well-known logos (5 from
each logo design category). According to the respondents’
feedback, the questionnaire included “too many logos”. Thus,
we decided to reduce the number of logos included in each
version of the questionnaire from 60 to 48.

In total, 96 pre-selected logos were presented to the
respondents. Logos were divided into 2 blocks of 48 logos to
avoid any fatigue, as previously demonstrated by respondents
in the pre-test. Each block was evaluated by at least 100
respondents recruited through a convenience method. The
two samples, although composed of different sets of people,
had similar characteristics.

We used a within-subjects design, so all participants were
presented with several abstract, organic and cultural logo
designs. Each participant evaluated 36 unknown logos and 12
well-known logos, as described in Table I:

Measures
Respondents were first asked if they knew which brand the
logo represented (recognition). Then, they were asked to
categorize the presented logo as abstract, cultural or organic.

To answer this question, participants were given definitions of
abstract, cultural and organic logo designs (Figure 1).

Following this, we evaluated affect. To measure a latent
variable such as affect, at least two items must be considered.
Authors such as Marsh et al. (1998) find that with small
sample sizes (less than 100), four or more indicators per factor
are necessary to ensure proper solutions. We had planned to
measure affect using a seven-point semantic differential scale
adapted from the literature, which would allow us to access
the feelings that the logo inspired (dislike/like; unpleasant/
pleasant) (Kim et al., 1998; Milberg et al., 1997; Park et al.,
1996). However, according to the results of the pre-test, these
two items overlapped. Following this, we evaluated affect by
asking respondents if they liked/did not like the logo using a
seven-point semantic differential scale. Although we measured
affect toward each logo, our purpose was to capture latent
affect toward the different categories of logo designs and
toward unknown and well-known logos, and not to a specific
object. Nonetheless, we have at least four logos representative
of each design category (Table I). Thus, we are measuring the
latent concept, affect toward at least four different objects
representative of the same logo design category. We can say
that this is equivalent to using different items, and this will
allow us to capture the different facets of the affect toward the
different logo design categories analyzed. As we have several
indicators (logos) for the same construct (latent affect toward

Table I Number of logos according to recognition and design for each
block considered in Experiment 1

Logos Abstract Cultural Organic Total

Known 4 4 4 12
Unknown 12 12 12 36
Total 16 16 16 48

Figure 1 Definitions and examples of logos included in each category

Abstract
Natural

Cultural Organic

A logo that has no connection with
the real world is artificially
constructed and non-representative
(i.e. squares, rectangles, triangles,
horizontal or vertical stripes, circles
and dots, ovals, arcs, swooshes,
etc.)

A logo representing manufactured objects (i.e.
buildings, furniture, transport vehicles, everyday
objects) or other cultural symbols (i.e. written
symbols)

A logo representing objects from the natural world
(i.e. flowers, fruits, vegetables, animals, faces,
bodies, landscapes, etc.)

Known

Unknown
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a specific logo design category), this should increase its
internal reliability.

The internal reliability of the different constructs was
measured with Cronbach’s alpha. Several t tests were used to
compare the results obtained for the different groups.
MANOVAs were also performed to evaluate the influence of
the naturalness of logo design on affect. We also measured
effect sizes using Cohen’s d and partial eta squared (�2

p).
Furthermore, we used Pearson’s correlations to measure the
correlations between the different dimensions. A p value of
less than 0.05 was considered significant.

Sample and procedure
For this experiment, we used a convenience sample of
colleagues, friends, relatives and undergraduate or graduate
students from three major Universities in Portugal. A total of
220 respondents participated. The sample which evaluated
the first group of logos was composed of 113 respondents, and
the one which evaluated the second block of logos included
107 respondents (Table II). Data collection was carried out
using an online survey. This method improves the response
rate, which has the ability to randomize survey items and
protects confidentiality. Each of the two versions of the
questionnaire (two blocks of logos) was sent by e-mail to the
researchers’ contact list. We tried to recruit respondents from
different age cohorts, gender, educational backgrounds and
regions of Portugal. The two samples were then compared in
terms of gender proportions, mean age and educational level
to ensure the reproducibility of the affect results.

Significant results were found for gender [Chi-square test,
�2(1) � 5.17, p � 0.030, Pearson’s Phi � 0.153]. In the first
study, the majority of participants were female, and in the
second study, the opposite was true. Gender differences could
be relevant to the overall affect score, although in this study,
this was not problematic for several reasons: first, the observed
differences between studies presented very low effect size
(practical significance); second, the aim of this research was to
compare affect toward the different logo design categories and
not to estimate an overall affect score, and third, the main
results were consistent in both studies.

The samples of the two studies were not significantly different
in respect of age (t(197.1)� �1.86, p � 0.064, Cohen’s d�
�0.25) and educational level [this variable was grouped into
two categories: high school vs undergraduate/graduate
students; �2(1) � 1, p � 0.445, Pearson’s Phi � 0.063]. In
Study 1, age ranged from 18 to 62 years (M � 34.7, SD �
9.6), and in Study 2, age ranged from 18 to 73 years
(M � 37.6, SD � 12.7). In respect of the respondents’
educational level, the majority of the participants have more
than 12 years of school education (Study 1: 87.6 per cent;
Study 2: 83.2 per cent).

Results
Based on logo affect scores and the two factors considered
(logo recognition and naturalness), 11 dimensions were
calculated. Cronbach’s alpha for each dimension ranged from
0.592 (for the known abstract logos in Study 2) to 0.942 (for
the unknown logo group in Study 1). Most of the observed
values are higher than the generally recommended lower limit
of 0.70 for Cronbach’s alpha (Hair et al., 1998), indicating
that all the items in each dimension form a single, strongly
cohesive and conceptual construct. Furthermore, we should
highlight that in both versions of this experiment, positive and
significant correlations were obtained among all the
dimensions of the affect scores. This means that high affect
scores in one dimension correspond to high affect scores in all
the other dimensions.

Influence of logo naturalness on logo affect scores
One of the major purposes of this experiment is related with
evaluating the influence of the naturalness of logo design on
affect, and this was accomplished by measuring the affect
revealed by the participants vis-à-vis the different logo design
categories. To analyze this relation, a MANOVA was
performed, and the results show that there are significant
differences between all three categories of logo designs in both
studies (Study 1 – F(2,111) � 63.3, p � 0.001, �2

p � 0.53,
� � 0.99; Study 2 – F(2,105) � 44.8, p � 0.001, �2p � 0.46,
� � 0.99). Affect toward organic logos was significantly higher
than affect toward cultural and abstract logos in both studies
(all p’s � 0.05; affect descriptive statistics can be consulted in
Table III). Hence, results provide support for H2.
Furthermore, affect toward these two types of natural logo
designs was significantly higher than affect toward abstract
logos (Study 1 – M � 3.18, DP � 0.750; all p’s � 0.001;
Study 2 – M � 3.39, DP � 0.716; all p’s � 0.05 – calculated
with Bonferroni’s adjustment for multiple comparisons).
These results are consistent with our expectations and
empirically confirm the influence of the naturalness of logo
design on consumers’ affective response, supporting H1.

The analysis of the results from the first and the second
version of this experiment demonstrates similar effect (�2p) of
logo design in affect scores. Thus, together, these results
support H1.

To verify the replicability of the first study and to explore
possible study sample effects on logo affect scores, several t
tests were performed. Results show that despite the significant
differences between both versions of this experiment
(Table III), the results of the first study are confirmed with
those of the second one. Indeed, in both studies, affect toward

Table II Sample characterization

Study 1 Study 2
N (%) N (%)

Gender
Female 68 60.2 48 44.9
Male 45 39.8 59 55.1

Age (years)
[18-29] 32 28.3 35 32.7
[30-39] 45 39.8 20 18.7
[40-49] 27 23.9 34 31.8
[50�] 9 8.0 18 16.8

Qualification
High school education or less 14 12.4 18 16.8
Undergraduate degree 46 40.7 59 55.2
Master’s degree/MBA 33 29.2 23 21.5
PhD 20 17.7 7 6.5
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organic logo designs is greater than affect toward cultural
designs, and affect toward these two types of natural logo
designs is greater than affect toward abstract designs.

When comparing well-known and unknown logos, we concluded
that in both studies, affect toward well-known logos (Study 1 –
MAFFECT_KNOWN � 4.02, DPAFFECT_KNOWN � 0.773; Study
2 – MAFFECT_KNOWN � 4.28, DPAFFECT_KNOWN � 0.733) was
significantly higher than affect toward unknown logos (Study 1 –
MAFFECT_UNKNOWN � 3.31, DPAFFECT_UNKNOWN � 0.769,
t(112) � 10.6, p � 0.001; Study 2 – MAFFECT_UNKNOWN � 3.47,
DPAFFECT_UNKNOWN � 0.731, t(106) � 16.3, p � 0.001).

Influence of gender, age and educational level on logo
affect scores
Gender
To explore possible gender effect on logo affect scores, several
t tests were performed. The results show that there are no
significant differences between male and female respondents
in any of the dimensions, except in Study 1 for the known
organic logos (Table IV). Female respondents denote
significantly higher affect scores (Cohen’s d � �0.389) to
known organic logos than male respondents. Thus, the results
obtained in Study 1 provide evidence for H3.1, confirming

that females tend to prefer logo designs linked to nature.
However, these findings were not confirmed in the second
version of this experiment. Hence, the hypothesis cannot be
supported.

Age
In Study 1, age was positively correlated with all the measured
affect dimensions. Significant correlations were observed
between age and affect toward all the logo design categories
(rAGE.AFFECT_ABS � 0.19, p � 0.04, rAGE.AFFECT_NC �
0.2, p � 0.04, rAGE.AFFECT_NO � 0.23, p � 0.02). These
significant results were observed in particular for the unknown
logos (rAGE. AFFECT_U_ABS � 0.21, p � 0.03,
rAGE.AFFECT_U_NO � 0.24, p � 0.01,
rAGE.AFFECT_UNKNOWN � 0.22, p � 0.02). Additionally,
significant results were also obtained for known cultural logos
(rAGE. AFFECT_K_NC � 0.24, p � 0.01). Hence, these
findings indicate there might be a positive relationship between
age and affect toward logos, which is particularly evident for
cultural designs. However, these results were not confirmed in
Study 2. In the latter study, only one significant and negative
correlation was found between age and affect toward known
organic logos (rAGE.AFFECT_K_NO � �0.27, p � 0.005).

Table III Affect scores by study

Dimensions Study 1 M (SD) Study 2 M (SD) t (df) � value; p-value

AFFECT_ABS 3.18 (0.75) 3.39 (0.72) t (218) � �2.08; p � 0.039
AFFECT_NC 3.50 (0.71) 3.78 (0.77) t (218) � �2.76; p � 0.006
AFFECT_NO 3.79 (0.82) 3.88 (0.79) t (218) � �0.86; p � 0.391
AFFECT_K_ABS 3.76 (0.85) 4.05 (0.87) t (218) � �2.47; p � 0.014
AFFECT_K_NC 4.12 (0.81) 4.50 (0.83) t (218) � �3.38; p � 0.001
AFFECT_K_NO 4.19 (1.00) 4.30 (0.85) t (218) � �0.86; p � 0.389
AFFECT_U_ABS 2.99 (0.82) 3.18 (0.76) t (218) � �1.84; p � 0.068
AFFECT_U_NC 3.29 (0.78) 3.52 (0.84) t (218) � �2.03; p � 0.044
AFFECT_U_NO 3.65 (0.88) 3.74 (0.85) t (218) � �0.75; p � 0.453
AFFECT_UNKNOWN 4.02 (0.77) 4.28 (0.73) t (218) � �2.52; p � 0.012

Table IV Affect scores by gender

Dimensions
Study 1 Study 2

Male M (SD) Female M (SD) t (df) � value; p-value Male M (SD) Female M (SD) t (df) � value; p-value

AFFECT_ABS 3.18 (0.67) 3.18 (0.83) t (111) � 0.06; p � 0.95 3.37 (0.72) 3.40 (0.72) t (105) � �0.19; p � 0.85
AFFECT_NC 3.56 (0.67) 3.42 (0.78) t (111) � 1.01; p � 0.32 3.77 (0.76) 3.79 (0.79) t (105) � �0.15; p � 0.88
AFFECT_NO 3.82 (0.82) 3.73 (0.821) t (111) � 0.59; p � 0.56 3.8 (0.73) 3.94 (0.83) t (105) � �0.89; p � 0.38
AFFECT_K_ABS 3.65 (0.83) 3.93 (0.86) t (111) � �1.72; p � 0.09 3.91 (0.90) 4.16 (0.84) t (105) � �1.46; p � 0.15
AFFECT_K_NC 4.06 (0.74) 4.21 (0.92) t (79.8) � �0.87; p � 0.38 4.42 (0.83) 4.56 (0.84) t (105) � �0.88; p � 0.38
AFFECT_K_NO 4.03 (1.00) 4.42 (0.98) t (111) � �2.05; p � 0.04 4.17 (0.82) 4.4 (0.87) t (105) � �1.43; p � 0.16
AFFECT_U_ABS 3.03 (0.74) 2.92 (0.93) t (111) � 0.66; p � 0.51 3.21 (0.76) 3.16 (0.77) t (105) � 0.28; p � 0.78
AFFECT_U_NC 3.39 (0.73) 3.16 (0.84) t (111) � 1.56; p � 0.12 3.53 (0.82) 3.51 (0.86) t (105) � 0.13; p � 0.90
AFFECT_U_NO 3.75 (0.85) 3.50 (0.91) t (111) � 1.51; p � 0.14 3.68 (0.81) 3.79 (0.89) t (105) � �0.62; p � 0.54
AFFECT_UNKNOWN 3.39 (0.72) 3.19 (0.84) t (111) � 1.34; p � 0.19 3.46 (0.72) 3.48 (0.75) t (105) � �0.09; p � 0.93
AFFECT_KNOWN 3.92 (0.74) 4.19 (0.81) t (111) � �1.83; p � 0.07 4.16 (0.70) 4.37 (0.76) t (105) � �1.47; p � 0.15

Notes: AFFECT_ABS � affect toward all (unknown and known) abstract logos; AFFECT_NC � affect toward all cultural logos; AFFECT_NO � affect
toward all organic logos; AFFECT__K_ABS � affect toward the known abstract logos; AFFECT_K_NC � affect toward the known cultural logos;
AFFECT_U_ABS � affect toward the unknown abstract logos; AFFECT_U_NC � affect toward the unknown cultural logos; AFFECT_U_NO � affect to-
ward the unknown organic logos; AFFECT_UNKNOWN � affect toward all unknown logos (abstract, cultural and organic); AFFECT_KNOWN � affect
toward all known logos
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Hence, H4 was only supported in one of the versions of the
studies, so we cannot accept the hypothesis.

Educational level
We performed several Student’s t tests to compare the two
groups by educational level (high school vs undergraduate/
graduate students) in all the affect dimensions considered, and
no significant results were found. Thus, educational level
showed no significant effect on affect toward the different logo
design categories.

Discussion
The main results of this study confirm the advantages of using
natural logos (Henderson and Cote, 1998; Schechter, 1993).
Our findings suggest that naturalness is an essential element of
logo design, which influences affective response to the logo.
Indeed, in both studies of this experiment, naturalness explains a
high percentage of affect toward the logos. Moreover, the
practical importance of naturalness is similar in the two studies.

Previous research related to logo strategy has underlined the
advantages of using pictorial or natural logos, but no study has
differentiated between the different types of natural logo designs.
This research delves further into the study of aesthetics through
the classification of a significant sample of international logos
according to the naturalness of the logo design and evaluating
affect toward such categories. The distinction between organic
and cultural logo designs leads to important findings,
complementing research in semiotics (Greimas and Courtés,
1993), in logo strategy (Henderson and Cote, 1998) and also the
theory of aesthetic response (Veryzer, 1993 and 1999). The
results show that organic logo designs are always better evaluated
in terms of affect, followed by cultural designs. Abstract logos
always induce lower levels of affective response by the
respondents. Hence, these results empirically demonstrate the
importance of organic designs, providing evidence that the
designs that represent objects from the natural world are the ones
that elicit the most pleasing affect.

Additionally, affect toward unknown organic logos and
toward well-known abstract logos is almost similar. Hence, by
choosing an organic logo design, a new brand will begin with
a level of affect identical to the one of an established brand
with an abstract logo. This is a significant finding from a
managerial perspective, as brand awareness, an essential
source of brand equity (Keller, 1993) which has a significant
cost for the firm, can be replaced cost-free with the type of
logo design chosen.

On the other hand, our findings indicate that affect toward
the different categories of logos is positively related, and thus,
when a person likes one category of logo design better, he or
she will also tend to like the other categories more (and vice
versa). These results suggest that some of the respondents
have a higher level of affective response toward logos, and they
will tend to give logos a higher affect score, regardless of logo
design or recognition.

Furthermore, the strongest positive correlation was between
the affect toward the two categories of natural logos (organic
and cultural). In fact, by squaring the average correlation
value, we conclude that 64 per cent (determination
coefficient: R2 � 0.64) of the evaluation of the cultural logos
is explained by the evaluation of natural logos (and vice versa).

Even though the study of the relation between age and
affective responses to logo design was not the main issue of
this study, it is interesting to note that the first version of the
experiment provides some findings that are consistent with
previous research, which showed that older consumers tend to
prefer well-known options (Lambert-Pandraud and Laurent,
2010; Lambert-Pandraud et al., 2005). Results suggest that
there might be a positive correlation between age and affect
toward several categories of logos, and that as age increases,
people tend to demonstrate greater affect toward the various
logo designs. The highest correlation was observed between
age and cultural logos. This is an interesting result because
cultural objects are learned throughout our lives.

In line with the previous literature on gender differences in
design preferences, which highlights that the preferred design
themes for females are people, plants, animals and other
natural elements (Iijima et al., 2001; Rogers, 1995; Xue and
Yen, 2007), Study 1 reveals that females display significantly
higher affect scores toward known organic logos than males.
An awareness of these design preferences is important in
relation to the selection of logos targeted at males and/or
females. However, we will need to further explore the effect of
gender on logo design preferences, as these findings were only
confirmed in the first version of this experiment.

To summarize, despite the effect of the explored
socio-demographic variables on affect toward logo design, the
main result of this research is that natural logos are clearly
preferred to abstract logos, and within natural logos, organic
designs are favored over cultural designs. Thus, for maximum
positive affect, it is suggested that managers choose logos with
natural designs.

Limitations and further research avenues
There are some limitations of the research that should be
noted. First, we should mention that the sample is a
convenience sample, with consequences at sizes and
proportions level. Second, we measured affect toward the
logos through one dimension only (like/do not like), and to
measure a latent variable such as affect, we need to consider at
least two items. However, in this research, we are measuring
affect toward three different categories of logo designs and
toward unknown and known logos; thus, we are measuring
affect toward a minimum of four different objects.

Further research should allow us to explore in detail the
main effects of gender, age and educational level, as well as the
possible interaction effects between these variables.

The findings regarding consumer logo preferences will be
analyzed more thoroughly in two replication studies that will
investigate reactions to the naturalness of logo design across
different cultures. Jun and Lee (2007) highlight the relevance
of visual elements to generate corporate identity but the
scarce, cross-cultural marketing research in existence. Few
empirical studies address this issue. In this paper, we present
the results for Portugal, but we are currently replicating the
study in Spain and in The Netherlands. These countries show
heterogeneity for the Hofstede (1980) cultural dimensions.
Extreme values were found in relation to Portugal and The
Netherlands, while the values for Spain usually lie between the
values of the two. For example, for the Uncertainty Avoidance
Index (UAI), The Netherlands has a value of 53, Spain of 86
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and Portugal of 104. Intermediate values may be relevant to
explore non-linear patterns (i.e. Broekhuizen et al., 2011).

We hypothesize that cultures characterized by high levels of
UAI (Hofstede, 1980) display a preference for
known/recognized shapes (natural ones). As organic
representations are the most familiar ones, we expect to link
this to cultures with higher levels of UAI.

This experiment will also be complemented by two
additional experiments, which will allow us to further examine
the psychological, behavioral and neurological properties of
logo design.

In a second experiment, we will attempt to differentiate
consumer affective responses toward logo design. In this
experiment, we will evaluate the influence of naturalness on
affective processing and on logo choice. In a third experiment,
we will complement the psychological and behavioral results
from our previous experiments, with an empirical analysis of
neurological response toward brand logo design. This should
provide confirmatory evidence of the psychological
phenomena identified in our previous experiments and help to
generate a more fundamental conceptualization and
understanding of the underlying processes (Reinmann et al.,
2010; Shiv et al., 2005).
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